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Part 1: The future is golden 
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Activity title Answers 

Gold Standard 
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Activity title Answers 

Early Innovations Student’s own response 

Getting gold from stone 

 

Changing ways 

1. Discovery 
2. Mining 
3. Extraction 
4. Rehabilitation  

What next? Student’s own response 
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Activity title Answers 

Out of this world Infrared light 

Tech bling Electronic items with gold: airbag, gaming console, tablet, drone 

Why gold? Student’s own response 

Suggested response:  
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Activity title Answers 

Clean energy geothermal 
biomass 
hydroelectric 
tidal 

Sustainable camps Student’s own response 

Gold in numbers  WA produces around 70% of Australia’s gold. 

 WA’s gold industry provided jobs for 31000 people in 2020. 

 WA’s gold rush began in 1893. 

 The largest gold nugget found in WA weighed 35.5 kg. 

 Last year, the government received $411 million in royalty payments 
from the gold industry. 

 
  



 

Part 2: Smarter and safer 
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Activity title Answers 

What’s what? 
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Activity title Answers 

But how? 

 
World class training  Student’s own response, possible responses include: 

 increased tourism to the region 

 improved infrastructure to support facility 

 opportunitues for local employment 

 use of local businesses (ie to provide food, goods to facility)  



 

Remote resources 

 
Record breaking robot Pilbara  
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Activity title Answers 

Gizmos and gadgets Students’ own responses, possible responses include: 
RFID tag: monitors employee location, used to check areas before blasting or 
bringing in machinery, can locate employees in case of emergency 
All terrain robot: used to ensure an area is safe before people enter, can go in 
paces people don’t safely fit 
Proximity detection device: forces an automatic stop so vehicles don’t collide 
with each other or people, an extra safety measure if visibility is poor 
Wearable heath technology: monitors health of employees, can pick up 
changes to health, could be used to improve health by monitoring stress, 
workload, etc. 
Unmanned aerial vehicle: can be used to view hazards from an aerial view, 
including overheating, rock falls, etc., unmanned so reduces the need for 
small aircraft flights 
Wearable gas detector: alerts the wearer if the air quality is unsafe, because 
its wearable employees will not forget to take it with them as they move 
through the mine 

My machine Students’ own response 
 



 

Far, far away! Students’ own responses, possible responses include: 
Positives 

- some minerals which are rare on Earth are abundant in space 
- better for the environment on Earth 
- new opportunities for innovation 
- increased job opportunities 
- increased Space discovery/exploration  
- potential to discover  

Negatives 
- will be very expensive initially 
- dangerous 
- could have unknown consequences 
- ethical concerns 

 


